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Introducing the ChlorKing® 5000 Hand Held Conductivity Tester 
 
 
Testing salt levels in a saline pool is one of the 
most critical functions a pool operator has. 
Maintaining the correct salt levels ensures that 
chlorine is produced consistently, and keeps your 
pool sparkling clear. 
 
The problem most pool operators have is the lack 
of accurate equipment available on the market 
today. 
 
Salt test strips can frequently be very inaccurate 
because they are reliant on storage conditions. 
Most conductivity meters require frequent 
calibration or they become inaccurate. 
 
Here’s the solution, professionally designed and 
easy to use. The ChlorKing® 5000, Hand Held 
Conductivity Tester. The most advanced, accurate 
and maintenance free conductivity tester in the 
swimming pool market today. 
 
 
Features 
  And Benefits … 
 
 
•  Toroidal technology 

 
Toroidal technology is by far the most advanced, 
maintenance free method of measuring 
conductivity. Used in the industrial water market 
for years, this technology uses a magnetic field 
to determine conductivity. It is temperature 
compensated, has no moving parts, and in most 
cases never needs cleaning, or replacing. 
Compare this to normal contacting sensors that 
last about 3 months before needing cleaning and 
service. 
 

•  Easy to use 
 
The ChlorKing® 5000 Hand Held Conductivity 
Tester has a bright display, indicating salt in the 
water as PPM. This allows the pool operator to 
see what the salinity of the water is, as soon as 
the probe is in the water.  
No calibrating, no cleaning, you simply press the 
“on” button and place the probe into the water 
to read the salt level.   
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
•  Temperature reading 
 
This unique tester also features a separate reading 
for water temperature. 
 
 
•  Warranty 
 
The ChlorKing® 5000 Hand Held conductivity Tester 
is sold with a 1 year warranty.  
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